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A request is finally granted…
Quality
Statement

Water Management
is committed to
maintaining high
customer
satisfaction with its
innovative water
efficiency programs.
We will propose
products and
services that are “fit
for use” and that
will set the standard
for quality and value
in water efficiency.
We strive to be
world class in every
aspect of water
efficiency by
fostering a culture
of honesty,
openness, mutual
respect and
teamwork.
Water Management
understands the
necessity of
continual
improvement (both
as a company and as
individuals) to keep
us at the forefront
of water
conservation and to
exceed customer
expectations.

At long last!
44 years ago Russ complained about the showerhead in his
dorm room at Thurston Hall. Finally, on August 17, 2016
the request made it through The George Washington
University Sustainability and Facility Department. Danny
and Dennis to the rescue – and replaced the 50 year old
showerhead. Above is evidence of their entry into Russ’s
old college dormitory.
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Accounting Department
By the time you read this, Maya Jones will be sitting at her new desk, at her new company, performing
new tasks, and missing the heck out of us! At least, that’s what I’m hoping! I’m kidding, of course (sort
of). What I do know is that Maya contributed greatly to Water Management and left the department in a
better place than when she arrived five years ago. We are grateful for her achievements, and just as
grateful to the team that will be taking on her responsibilities: Mark Hemphill will be responsible for the
shared savings billing, to include collection and analysis of shared saving property water bills, water
wizard calculations, and invoice preparation. He will also absorb other aspects of billing in the near future.
Jeanna will be responsible for entering inventory transfers, adjustments and project tracking material to
projects when used. Joyce is transitioning into Maya’s role as the Accounts Payable Accountant, and will
oversee and work with Mark on the billing end. The remainder of the items will be delegated as time
allows. In the meantime, please forward your questions and concerns directly to Joy. Please know that
we will endeavor to make the transition as smooth as possible.
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Residence Inn Birmingham: Being the Best We Can Be

In December 2014, Water Management installed 156 Toto Drake 1.28 gpf elongated toilets in the hotel
guest rooms at Residence Inn Birmingham. That was 20 months ago, and recently their water use
increased dramatically. Matthew contacted Mike, and he conducted a complimentary onsite inspection
for the Residence Inn. What we found was that even though all toilets were Toto Drake 1.28 elongated,
the parts inside of the tank were slightly different. Some were made in Mexico, and some were made in
the USA. Sixty-eight toilets were inspected and tested, and 35 % of them (24) were found to have faulty
seals which caused the toilets to run on. All of the faulty seals were from toilet parts made in Mexico.
Please be aware of this potential problem, and know that we are in contact with Toto to get this resolved.
For more information about this issue, please contact Mike.
Kudos for helping out our customer long after the work was done!
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Alexandria Boxing Club Honors Silver Medalist
Community Celebrates Shakur Stevenson’s Success
From the Alexandria Gazette Packet

By Rikki George
The Alexandria Boxing Club, at 901 Wythe St., became a center of community pride and celebration on
Aug. 23. Mothers, fathers and fans flocked to Alexandria’s north side to catch a glimpse of boxer Shakur
Stevenson, 19 years old, 123 lbs., and 2016 Summer Olympics Silver medalist.
The Alexandria Boxing Club, where Stevenson practices, organized the “Welcome Back” event. “Tonight,
we recognize Shakur’s outstanding achievements,” Mayor Allison Silberberg announced in her
proclamation while stepping into the ring.
“(There are) lots of stars in this room,” said Antoine Douglas, an athlete who also boxes at the Alexandria
Boxing Club. “It takes a team of people to support success.”
Coach Dennis Porter is one. “Coach Dennis is this gym,” said Douglas. He came to Alexandria from D.C.
and has been with the Alexandria Boxing Club for more than 20 years, providing training and a safe place
for young people to spend their time.
“Our boys have been boxing for one to two years,” said Mike Davis, father of two boys, Simon, 9, and
Isaac, 7. “Coach Dennis helps train the boys. It’s a big family.”
Porter had Stevenson running months before the games. “You get what you put in,” he said. Those
words resonated with 25-year-old boxer Jean Jacques Rousseau who spars with Stevenson. “There’s no
shortcut. It’s hard work.”
Stevenson’s personal coach, Kay Koroma, had Stevenson begin his day at 4 a.m. Koroma enjoyed his own
career as a boxer and now dedicates free time to training children, teens and others at the Alexandria
Boxing Club.
“Historically, athletes have made inroads for social change. Jesse Owens, Jackie Robinson and
Muhammad Ali were men of their time. Recognizing our own champions and role models is a
psychological momentum for Alexandria,” said community activist McArthur Myers.
As Silberberg said later by phone, “The lessons in sports teach you the essence of life: discipline, courage,
sportsmanship.”

Another recent article about Shakur, just a kid from Newark:
http://www.nj.com/olympics/index.ssf/2016/08/shakur_stevenson_fulfills_an_old_boxers_final_wish_
on_his_special_day_in_newark.html
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Where in the world has Water Management been?
Hospitality
Hilton Garden Inn, New Orleans: Buster & Bob
Ritz Carlton, Half Moon Bay, CA: Chris B., James P. & Chris A.
Four Seasons, Palo Alto, CA: James P.
Residence Inn, Phoenix: Bill & Chris A.

ICI
Duke University, NC – Phase II: Reggie & James B. – Completed Aug 15!
George Washington University – Summer Work: Mark, Dennis, Charlie, Brian, Reggie, James B.,
Johnathan, & Danny
Pottsville Area School District, PA: Jeff, Butch & Sub – Completed!

Prisons
FCM Carswell, TX: Nery, Douglas, Eddie, & G – Still going!

Senior Living
Brookdale: Lake Arlington & Memorial Oaks, TX: Chris B. & James P.

Multi-Family
Metering work for various MF projects: Spencer
Park Square, Ryan at Potomac: Rolling inspections by appointment – Service Department
Mid-town Bethesda: Mark & Brian
Kings Square: Reggie & James B.
Washington View: Jeff & Reggie

WELCOME BACK, Jeff, Butch, Eddie, G, Nery, & Douglas!!!
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Safety Update
As part of our commitment to Safety, we have a few things in the works to help keep Safety in the
forefront.

CPR/First Aid Class
Getting a refresher course in CPR/First Aid every few years is so helpful, as we all tend to forget over time.
We forget even faster the skills we learn but rarely get the chance to put into practice. As we age, and
our co-workers, family, and friends age, we all are at greater risk for a heart attack or stroke. A wise ER
nurse once said that if you have a husband over age 40, or a wife over age 50, you need to know CPR! The
same theory applies when considering those you work with, travel with, and spend time with on the
weekends.
In September, we will be holding a CPR/First Aid class in our VA office for up to 20 people. With more
people finishing up their out of town work, we hope to fill up the class, and can schedule a future class for
those that can’t make this one. If you are interested in taking a CPR/First Aid class, but are not based out
of the Alexandria office, let me know.
If you want to find out what your own risk factor is, check out this easy to use link from the Mayo clinic
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/heart-disease/in-depth/heartdisease-risk/itt-20084942

Driving Records
Our auto insurance company (as all insurance companies do) hopes that the drivers they insure are
following safe driving practices, and avoiding traffic violations, speeding tickets, and accidents. When
there are indicators that drivers are not following safe practices, such as violations and accidents, the
insurance company senses the increased risk and therefore increases the insurance premium. Our
insurance agent will be meeting with us this month to review procedures for monitoring this so we can
avoid any surprise increases, and help ensure that our drivers are continuing to learn and maintain safe
driving habits.
On that note, we have an article about watching out for one bad habit…
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What is one of the leading causes of vehicle accidents?
We’ve all been there. You’re driving alone, maybe at night, and your eyelids start to feel droopy. It’s
almost impossible to keep focus when that feeling hits. It’s very common—and it’s extremely dangerous.
The AAA Foundation notes that more than a third of drivers report falling asleep behind the wheel. More
than 10% of drivers have done so within the past year. Those numbers are frightening, but the result is
even more frightening: estimates are that one in five fatal crashes are due to a drowsy driver. Among
non-fatal crashes, drowsy drivers cause 328,000 accidents per year.
Drowsy drivers have slower reaction times, vision impairment, judgment lapses, and delays in processing
information. They can fall into a microsleep, which is a brief, unintended episode of lost attention
(associated with a blank stare, head snap, or eye closure). It might last a fraction of a second or up to 10
seconds and is enough time to lose control of a vehicle and cause serious injury or death.
Certain conditions increase the risk:









Sleep-deprived or fatigued (6 hours of sleep or less triples your risk)
Suffering from sleep loss (insomnia), poor quality sleep, or sleep debt
Driving long distances without proper rest breaks
Driving through the night, during a mid-afternoon energy dip, or when you would normally be asleep
Taking sedating medications (antidepressants, cold tablets, antihistamines)
Working more than 60 hours a week (which increases your risk by 40%)
Drinking even small amounts of alcohol
Driving alone or on a long, rural, dark, or boring road

While driving, experts recommended finding a safe place to pull over and rest when you feel irritable and
sleepy. If you plan to drive a long distance, get adequate rest the night before you leave. If possible,
travel during waking hours, alternate drivers when possible, and take frequent breaks. Avoid alcohol and
medications that cause drowsiness, and consume caffeine to increase alertness. Be aware of rumble
strips, those deep groves at the side of the road that alert drowsy drivers who veer over the line. If you
hit one, it might be time to pull off the road and take a rest.
Over the long haul, it’s important to maintain good sleep habits and encourage others to do the same.
Experts recommend 8.5-9.5 hours of sleep a day for teen-agers and 7-9 hours for adults. Without
adequate rest, a “sleep debt” accumulates. And when safety is at stake, we all pay the price.
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How important is tire pressure?
Below is a picture of the result of running on a tire with very low pressure.
You should always set your tires to the pressure specified in your vehicle’s owner manual or tire
information placard located on the driver’s side door.

Always check and adjust your tire pressure first thing
in the morning before driving on them.

Remember temperature differences affect your tire
pressure. Cold, winter weather may cause your pressure to
drop while warm, summer weather may cause your
pressure to increase. At Water Management we are all
checking our tire pressures every Friday, but we should also
do it whenever there are sudden weather changes.

Always check your tires with a good quality tire
pressure gauge. Many vehicles come equipped with a tire
pressure monitoring system (TPMS). Generally, this system
will alert you if your tires are losing air or are below the
recommended pressure. You should never try to visually
estimate your tires inflation pressure. We recommend
keeping a tire pressure gauge in your glove compartment –
even if you have a TPMS built into your vehicle. This will
ensure you are getting a consistent reading each time rather than using multiple gauges at different gas
or service stations. If you suspect your TPMS system is malfunctioning, Pep Boys Auto Parts & Service
locations offer a TPMS service package designed to fix the faulty component.

Overinflation vs. Underinflation
Overinflated tires are rigid and stiff causing the tire’s contact patch (the amount of rubber that meets the
road) to be reduced. That leads to a “harder” ride as well as uneven tread wear. The most common type
of uneven tread wear due to overinflation is referred to as “center wear.” Exactly what it sounds like, the
center of the tire will be smooth and worn down while there will be more tread on the sides of the tire.
Due to the rigidity of an overinflated tire, it can be more easily damaged by everyday road hazards such as
potholes and imperfections in the road.
Underinflated tires do not hold their shape and are flatter to the ground. Therefore, more of the tire
comes in contact with the road, causing the shoulders of the tire to wear prematurely. That is referred to
as “shoulder wear.” There will be a strip of normal tread down the center of the tire while the shoulders
of the tire will be smooth and worn down. Underinflated tires are more flexible when they roll, leading to
increased rolling resistance and therefore a decrease in fuel economy. And worst of all a tire could end up
looking like the one pictured above.
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Holy Mackerel!
Or should we say holy Halibut! On a recent fishing
expedition to Alaska with his father, Matthew made
an unbelievable great catch – a 101 pound halibut
fish. It took over an hour to bring this fish in. Way to
go Matthew!

Milestones
September Birthdays

September Anniversaries

James Palmer
Tom Horner
Abdul Dodoo
Nery Martinez
Richard Horner
_____________________

Tony Cimini – 31 years
Joyce Howe – 13 years
Butch Deibler – 10 years
Brenda Pack – 9 years
____________________

Happy Birthday!

Congratulations!

